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Ventilator Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Thursday, February 8
th

, of Collar Bird, Amit 

Levinger's solo exhibition.  

 

When the seagulls follow the trawler, it is because they think sardines will be thrown into the sea 

- Eric Cantona 

In the last decade Amit Levinger was mostly showing kinetic sculptures, videos and installations. The 

works dealt with jammed mechanisms and unfulfilling apparatuses. However, over this period of time the 

artist also painted extensively. The paintings, that until today did not receive much attention, are the subject 

of Collar Bird. This exhibition is located in a small store that until lately operated as a bridal salon. The 

interior design of the space was planned by its previous owners. It is arranged by two low drywalls that 

divide the gallery into three areas. Amit Levinger uses the existent architecture in order to display his body 

of works which includes twenty-one paintings and one video.   

When looking at Levinger's paintings an image may be perceived as both a t-shirt's collar and like a beak of 

a bird. This proof of concept is essential for realizing his paintings as it holds an illusion within. It indicates 

on the tangible boundaries of painting – on its change of perspectives, to begin with, or maybe this illusion 

creates a distortion, to flee with. His paintings have subjectivity of their own. They happen in transition. 

They almost transform into something else. They are almost sporty. They are almost masculine. There is 

some hangover of nightlife about their gestures. The painted line is sometimes broken and sometimes 

consecutive. Their background is black or white. These Paintings push dichotomy to its own limits. The 

motifs of the paintings are influenced from cheap clothing stores for men located nearby his home in South 

Tel Aviv, and from his past career as a soccer player. They are full of masculine symbolism as some of 

them refer to the lifted collar – a fashionable gimmick that was worn by James Dean, Elvis Presley, Serge 

Gainsbourg and Eric Cantona. In that sense, coquetry, dandyism, courtship, dark humor and absurd jokes 

are only few of the terms that derive from Collar Bird. 

In addition to the paintings Amit Levinger is screening a new video on an iPad. The Boxer (2018) is a 

manipulated footage, a short sequence that Levinger filmed on his iPhone camera inside a boxing club 

located in the outskirts of London. A young boxer is sweating his soul on a punch-bag. The sound of his 

punches constantly echoes in the exhibition space. The boxing resonates to noise that transforms into lo-fi 

Techno music. This composition is constantly played, changing and affecting the body of the viewer when 

one is standing in front of Levinger's works. 
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